- Wedding Day Timeline With a First Look

Without a First Look

Bridal Details

Bridal Details

1:00 - 2:00
Every bride loves having
those beautiful photos
of her details. It is an
important part of your
story! During this part of
the day, we jump back and
forth between details and
capturing photos of the
girls getting ready.

2:15 - 3:15
Every bride loves having
those beautiful photos
of her details. It is an
important part of your
story! During this part of
the day, we jump back and
forth between details and
capturing photos of the
girls getting ready.

Bridal Prep

Bridal Prep

2:00 - 2:30
It can take longer than expected to put on a wedding
dress - do a practice run!
Also, be sure that your
bridesmaids and motherof-the bride are dressed
and ready to go so they
look put together in these
images.

3:15 - 3:45
It can take longer than expected to put on a wedding
dress - do a practice run!
Also, be sure that your
bridesmaids and motherof-the bride are dressed
and ready to go so they
look put together in these
images.

First Look

Bridesmaids and
Groomsmen

2:40
This is one of my favorite
parts of the wedding day!
Watching couples have
their first look brings me
right back to our wedding day and this sweet
moment.

3:50 - 4:05
We’ll be efficient by taking
photos of the ladies ahead
of time. We’ll do the same
with the groomsmen, and
we’ll photograph the full
wedding party after the
ceremony.

Portraits

Bridal Portraits

2:45 - 3:45
With a first look, you’ll
have an hour for portraits
of just the two of you. This
is your day after all. We’ll
work together to create
some gorgeous portraits in
beautiful light!

4:10 - 4:20
Girl, it is your time to
shine! Hold that bouquet,
bat those eyelashes, and
feel stunning in your wedding dress!

Bridal Portraits

Bride in Hiding

3:50 - 4:00
Girl, it is your time to
shine! Hold that bouquet,
bat those eyelashes, and
feel stunning in your wedding dress!

4:30
We’ll tuck you away so the
early guests don’t sneak
a peek. During this time,
we’ll be taking detail photos of the ceremony site
and reception (if it is at the
same venue).

Wedding Party

Ceremony

4:05 - 4:30
Make sure the girls have
their bouquets ready and
the gentlemen are pinned
with their boutineers! It
is time for the wedding
party photos. We’ll be
sure to grab photos of you
with each bridesmaid (or
groomsman) too!

5:00 - 5:30
The time is here! It is time
to get married! Take a
deep breath and enjoy this
time. Say your “I do’s” and
cherish these moments.

Bride in Hiding

Family Portraits

4:30-5:00
We’ll tuck you away so the
early guests don’t sneak
a peek. During this time,
we’ll be taking detail photos of the ceremony site
and reception (if it is at the
same venue).

5:40 - 6:00
We’ll need about 20 minutes for family formals (estimate 2 minutes per photo
you’ve requested). We love
taking these outside in the
natural light if possible.

Ceremony

Wedding Party

5:00 - 5:30
The time is here! It is time
to get married! Take a
deep breath and enjoy this
time. Say your “I do’s” and
cherish these moments.

6:00 - 6:10
After the family photos,
we’ll be sure to take a
few photos with your full
wedding party! We’ll make
it quick so they can enjoy
cocktail hour!

Family Portraits

Portraits

5:40 - 6:00
We’ll need about 20 minutes for family formals (estimate 2 minutes per photo
you’ve requested). We love
taking these outside in the
natural light if possible.

6:10 - 6:30
The sun is dropping and
giving us that glowy light
that we love. Let’s take a
few portraits of you two it is your day after all!

A few “Just Married” Portraits

Reception Begins
6:30
At this point in the day, we
turn the timeline over to
the DJ for special dances,
toasts, and dinner. We’ll
be there to document the
events as they unfold.

6:15 - 6:30
The sun is dropping and
giving us that glowy light
that we love. Let’s take a
few portraits to document that you’re actually
married!

Reception Begins

The exit

10:30
We include up to 12 hours
of coverage so that we can
be present for the reception and that final dip kiss!
Cheers to you! You did it!

6:30
At this point in the day, we
turn the timeline over to
the DJ for special dances,
toasts, and dinner. We’ll
be there to document the
events as they unfold.

The exit

10:30
We include up to 12 hours
of coverage so that we can
be present for the reception and that final dip kiss!
Cheers to you! You did it!

I know that timing isn’t the most exciting element of
wedding planning, but it certainly is an aspect that can
make or break your photography. Remember that all
wedding days are different and your timeline may differ.
I believe that educating my brides allows them to have
the best day possible! To read more tips for brides,
check out the “Tips” section in our blog.

